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of inexperience. None the less, its members welcomed
expert assistance, and gladly made use of the Advisory
Board, whereon cultivators, export agencies, and
bankers were represented. From the outset the Com-
mission prudently restricted itself to control, leaving
the purchase and manipulation of the crop to a number
of selected cotton firms. Scheduled prices of the
various grades were fixed, and arbitration committees
appointed to hear complaints from sellers who were
dissatisfied with the original classification of their
produce. Therein lay, perhaps, the weakest point of
the scheme. Not every member of the arbitration
committee was competent to distinguish between the
different and puzzling types of Egyptian cotton. At
first, to the great injury of spinners, who confidently
bought the raw material in the belief that it was of the
grade described, the committees were disposed to
be over indulgent towards growers. Later, galled by
rebuke, they passed to the other extreme, when the
village broker and the fellah jointly paid a heavy
penalty. Exporting firms and commission houses in
London, purchasing largely, made vast profits from the
Control, and the Cotton Commission was far from
content at this unexpected development. But its
protest on the point was overruled. The spinner in
the summer of 1919 cared very little what price he
paid for raw cotton of an assured high grade.
In any review of the work of this Commission two
points deserve special comment. Firstly, the re-
luctance of the members to alter or to interfere with
established practice. There were thus no vexatious
proclamations or perplexing orders issued by the
Control to read and register. In less than half a dozen
notices, all brief and all lucid, the Commission ex-
plained the procedure which would be pursued. That
procedure remained unchanged throughout. Secondly,
the harmonious relations which prevailed between the

